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      ONLINE BIDDER

      Ivan web solutions, Kolkata, IN
      	


      We are looking For Business Development Manager/ Online Bidder for our organization. Who has experience in web development & mobile app developmentRead More

      
        Required Skills

        	Should have been a part of the Delivery Organization and successful delivery of projects.
	Strong Customer Facing Skills (Communication, presentation and experience of handling clients.)
	A Strong team player (who can liaise with various business departments)
	Ability to work independently, self-motivated & capable of managing stringent deadlines.


         Candidates Should have Extensive and detailed knowledge of marketing portals like Guru, eLance, Freelancer etc.
        Additional Requirements

        	Experience: 1+ Year
	Educations: Any Graduate
	Salary: Best in Industry
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      WEB CONTENT WRITER

      Ivan web solutions, Kolkata, IN
      	


      We are hiring for Content writer who has experience writing web content writing.Read More

      
        Required Skills

        	Develop unique and engaging content to meet in-house and clients multiple requirements
	Create a wide variety of content across industry verticals like case studies, white papers, corporate brochures, emails, blogs, articles, social media snippets, and more 
	Create social media and search engine optimized content.
	Communicate effectively with clients, meet strict deadlines, and follow clients' editorial guidelines.
	Knowledge of website marketing and search engine marketing.
	Knowledge of information gathering, planning, and organizing methods and principles.
	Strong understanding of document formatting and presentation techniques.
	Exceptional written and oral communication skills in English.
	Ability to write in a variety of formats and styles for multiple audiences. Superior attention to detail. 
	Exceptional interpersonal skills, with a focus on rapport-building, listening and interviewing skills.Ability to analyze target audience and to present ideas in user-friendly language.
	Highly self-motivated.
	Proven analytical and problem-solving abilities.
	Ability to effectively prioritize and execute tasks in a high-pressure environment.


        Additional Requirements

        	Experience: 1+ Year
	Educations: Bachelor's Degree with preferred Major in English, Journalism (Technical Knowledge Preferred)
	Salary: Best in Industry
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      DIGITAL MARKETING EXECUTIVE

      Ivan web solutions, Kolkata, IN
      	


      Must be proactively able to maintain/improve search engine ranking for targeted keywords, link building, blog posting etc. Develop content for web sites & related corporate sites. Should be good with creative writing for supporting Social Media promotions. Read More

      
        Required Skills

        	Plan and execute all web, SEO/SEM, marketing database, email, social media and display advertising campaigns
	Design, build and maintain our social media presence
	Measure and report performance of all digital marketing campaigns, and assess against goals (ROI and KPIs)
	Identify trends and insights, and optimize spend and performance based on the insights
	Brainstorm new and creative growth strategies
	Plan, execute, and measure experiments and conversion tests
	Collaborate with internal teams to create landing pages and optimize user experience
	Utilize strong analytical ability to evaluate end-to-end customer experience across multiple channels and customer touch points
	Instrument conversion points and optimize user funnels
	Collaborate with agencies and other vendor partners
	Evaluate emerging technologies. Provide thought leadership and perspective for adoption where appropriate
	Must Have knowledge Of ORM, App store optimization & adwords.


        Additional Requirements

        	1 to 2 years Experience
	BCA/MCA
	Proven experience as Digital Marketing
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      WEB DEVELOPER

      Ivan web solutions, Kolkata, IN
      	


      We are looking for an outstanding Web Developer to be responsible for the coding, innovative design and layout of our different types of web applications. Read More

      
        Required Skills

        	Expertise in WordPress customization, development and knowledge of 3rd party API integration.
	Should be well versed in WordPress.
	Experts in HTML to WordPress theming and able to develop the theme.
	Knowledge of existing inbuilt WordPress functions.
	Theme/Template integration.
	Good understanding of cross-platform and cross-browser issues.


        Additional Requirements

        	2 to 3 years Experience
	Creative
	 IT-Software / Software Services 
	 HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3, WordPress, JQuery Implementation, PHP & MySQL 
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      WEB CONSULTANT

      Ivan web solutions, Kolkata, IN
      	


      The Web Consultant has to Interact through phone and E-Mails with Business Owners in UK and Australia to put forward information on the services being rendered from the organizations end and carefully listen to the other persons requirements and answer the relevant questions and make follow-up Communication accordingly.Read More

      
        Required Skills

        	Good communication in English
	Smart & energetic. Should be target oriented
	Interested in Voice Process


        Additional Requirements

        	0 - 1 Years Experience
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